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Genomic mapping of the loci associatedwith phenotypic evolution has revealed genomic “hotspots,” or regions of the genome that

control multiple phenotypic traits. This clustering of loci has important implications for the speed and maintenance of adaptation

and could be due to pleiotropic effects of a single mutation or tight genetic linkage of multiple causative mutations affecting dif-

ferent traits. The threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) is a powerful model for the study of adaptive evolution because

the marine ecotype has repeatedly adapted to freshwater environments across the northern hemisphere in the last 12,000 years.

Freshwater ecotypes have repeatedly fixed a 16 kilobase haplotype on chromosome IV that contains Ectodysplasin (Eda), a gene

known to affect multiple traits, including defensive armor plates, lateral line sensory hair cells, and schooling behavior. Many ad-

ditional traits have previously been mapped to a larger region of chromosome IV that encompasses the Eda freshwater haplotype.

To identify which of these traits specifically map to this adaptive haplotype, we made crosses of rare marine fish heterozygous for

the freshwater haplotype in an otherwise marine genetic background. Further, we performed fine-scale association mapping in a

fully interbreeding, polymorphic population of freshwater stickleback to disentangle the effects of pleiotropy and linkage on the

phenotypes affected by this haplotype. Although we find evidence that linked mutations have small effects on a few phenotypes,

a small 1.4-kb region within the first intron of Eda has large effects on three phenotypic traits: lateral plate count, and both the

number and patterning of the posterior lateral line neuromasts. Thus, the Eda haplotype is a hotspot of adaptation in stickleback

due to both a small, pleiotropic region affecting multiple traits as well as multiple linked mutations affecting additional traits.

KEY WORDS: Adaptation, association mapping, Ectodysplasin (Eda), Gasterosteus aculeatus, lateral line neuromasts, lateral

plates, linkage, pleiotropy, threespine stickleback.

Impact Summary
When organisms adapt to new habitats, they often encounter

a suite of environmental differences, including abiotic factors

such as temperature or salinity, and biotic factors such as

predator, prey, and parasite communities. Rapid adaptation

to many different aspects of new environments can therefore

be facilitated when the genetic changes (i.e., mutations) that

contribute to adaptation in a suite of phenotypic traits are

inherited together. This can occur when the same mutation

leads to changes in many traits, known as pleiotropy, or

when multiple mutations are located close to each other in

the genome and are therefore inherited together, known as

linkage. Although many studies have identified regions of

the genome that underlie variation in suites of adaptive traits,
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whether these regions contain a single pleiotropic mutation

or linked mutations is mostly unknown. Here, we use genetic

mapping approaches in natural populations to dissect a

16-kb genomic region that has previously been shown to

be genetically differentiated between marine and freshwater

threespine stickleback fish. This 16-kb region contains a gene

called Ectodysplasin (Eda), which is known to control differ-

ences in the number of bony lateral plates and in the lateral

line neurosensory system between marine and freshwater

sticklebacks. Here, we demonstrate that these phenotypic

differences are due to the pleiotropic effects of a 1.4-kb

region within the first intron of the Eda gene. However, we

also find that additional linked mutations modify the lateral

plate and lateral line phenotypes and have minor effects on

other phenotypes that differ between marine and freshwater

sticklebacks. Thus, both linkage and pleiotropy contribute to

rapid adaptation in this system. Furthermore, selection for

linkage between these mutations is likely maintaining genetic

differentiation between marine and freshwater sticklebacks

across the 16-kb region in the face of gene flow between

them.

Adaptation to divergent environments is often associated

with changes in many traits (Darwin 1859; Fisher 1930; Orr

2000). For example, when a marine fish colonizes freshwater, it

not only encounters a new abiotic environment, but also a new

biotic environment with different predators, prey, and parasites.

Thus, adaptation to freshwater is expected to involve a suite

of morphological, behavioral, and physiological changes. Co-

inheritance of these suites of traits under selection in a particular

environment is predicted to facilitate adaptation by reducing the

production of unfit combinations of phenotypes (Charlesworth

and Charlesworth 1979; Kirkpatrick and Barton 2006; Hoffmann

and Rieseberg 2008; Schwander et al. 2014). Indeed, genetic

mapping of phenotypic changes in systems of adaptive evolution

has identified clustering of traits, such that multiple traits are

affected by a single genomic region or gene (Hawthorne and

Via 2001; Albertson et al. 2003; McKay et al. 2003; Bratteler

et al. 2006; Hall et al. 2006; Scarcelli et al. 2007; Protas et al.

2008; Lowry and Willis 2010; Joron et al. 2011; Parnell et al.

2012; Yoshizawa et al. 2012; Friedman et al. 2015; Peichel and

Marques 2017). In most cases, it is unknown whether these

phenotypic hotspots are due to the effects of a single pleiotropic

mutation; or multiple, linked causative mutations; or a com-

bination of both (but see Carbone et al. 2006; Hermann et al.

2013; Kamberov et al. 2013; Linnen et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2017;

Dong et al. 2018; Erickson et al. 2018; Nagy et al. 2018; Butelli

et al. 2019). Given the longstanding goal of linking adaptive

phenotypes to their underlying genotypes as well as the sources

of selection on those phenotypes (Barrett and Hoekstra 2011),

knowing if a single mutation is affecting multiple traits or if

multiple, linked mutations within a pleiotropic gene or genomic

region underlie adaptive traits is crucial to understanding and

predicting the adaptability of populations.

Pleiotropy could facilitate rapid, adaptive evolution, or

adaptation in the face of gene flow, if all or most of the pheno-

typic changes were beneficial in the new environment. However,

the classical view is that pleiotropy is more likely to constrain

adaptation because the probability that a mutation with bene-

ficial effects on one trait has detrimental effects on other traits

and overall fitness (i.e., antagonistic pleiotropy) is predicted

to increase with the degree of pleiotropy, imposing a “cost of

complexity” (Fisher 1930; Orr 2000; Otto 2004). Indeed, the

pleiotropic effects of many developmental genes and disease

mutations has led to the expectation that morphological evolution

is more likely to occur through mutations that reduce pleiotropy,

such as tissue-specific regulatory mutations (Carroll 2008; Stern

and Orgogozo 2008, but see Hoekstra and Coyne 2007). Em-

pirical work has found support for this expectation by linking

morphological evolution to mutations in modular or tissue-

specific enhancers (Rebeiz et al. 2009; Chan et al. 2010; Frankel

et al. 2011; Wallbank et al. 2016), but recent work has found that

mutations in regulatory DNA can also have pleiotropic effects

(Nagy et al. 2018; Lewis et al. 2019; Ramaekers et al. 2019;

Sabarís et al. 2019). Meta-analyses of genome-wide association

studies report widespread pleiotropy of genomic loci (Boyle et al.

2017; Chesmore et al. 2018; Watanabe et al. 2019). However,

data from gene knockout studies in yeast, nematodes, and mice as

well as quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping in mice find that

most genes or QTL exhibit little or no pleiotropy, but loci that are

pleiotropic show a positive correlation between the per trait effect

sizes of mutations with the number of traits affected (Wagner

et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2010). Together these findings suggest

that the “cost of complexity” imposed by pleiotropy can be

overcome by facilitating larger steps toward the fitness optimum.

However, pleiotropy is often measured at the level of QTL or

genomic regions, and the extent to which the pleiotropic effects

of a single mutation contribute to adaptation remains unknown.

Linkage of multiple adaptive mutations has also been pro-

posed as a mechanism to facilitate rapid adaptation, particularly

in the face of gene flow (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1979;

Kirkpatrick and Barton 2006; Hoffmann and Rieseberg 2008;

Yeaman and Whitlock 2011; Ortiz-Barrientos et al. 2016).

Consistent with the theory that there is selection for tight linkage

between alleles that contribute to adaptation, genomic regions

of low recombination, such as inversions, often harbor loci im-

portant for many different traits (Lowry and Willis 2010; Joron

et al. 2011; Fishman et al. 2013; Hermann et al. 2013; Wang

et al. 2013; Kunte et al. 2014; Küpper et al. 2016; Lamichhaney
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Eda Tnfsf13b Garp

Figure 1. The Eda haplotype contains three protein coding genes and 16 markers. The minimal region shared by most low-plated,

freshwater populations of threespine stickleback is 16-kilobase long (gray bar). It contains the majority of three protein coding genes:

Ectodysplasin (Eda), Tumor necrosis factor super-familymember 13b (Tnfsf13b), andGlycoprotein A rich protein (Garp). Genotyping assays

were designed for 17 markers (triangles) that distinguish the marine or “C” allele (associated with the completely plated phenotype) and

the freshwater or “L” allele (associated with the low-plated phenotype). These markers are a mix of SNPs and indels indicated by gray

and black triangles, respectively, and are listed in Table S1. Note: Exon 1 of Eda, and therefore SNP1, is outside the minimally shared

freshwater haplotype.

et al. 2016; Tuttle et al. 2016; Lee et al. 2017; Cocker et al. 2018;

Westram et al. 2018). With a few exceptions (Hermann et al.

2013), the number and nature of the causative mutation(s) in

these regions have not yet been identified.

Linkage and pleiotropy have different implications for the

speed, acquisition, and maintenance of phenotypic effects during

adaptive evolution. For example, linked mutations are likely ac-

quired one at a time, which could require longer to gain multiple

phenotypic effects than a single, pleiotropic mutation. Further-

more, in contrast to the phenotypic effects of pleiotropic muta-

tions, the effects of linked mutations can be separated by mutation

or recombination given enough time, lowering the long-term

maintenance of genetic correlations. Therefore, disentangling

the roles of pleiotropy and linkage has important implications for

our understanding of adaptation (Barrett and Hoekstra 2011).

Rapid and Repeated Freshwater
Colonization by Threespine
Stickleback
The threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) has become

a model system for studying the genetic basis of adaptive evo-

lution (Kingsley and Peichel 2007; Peichel and Marques 2017).

Across its Holarctic range, marine stickleback have repeatedly

invaded and adapted to freshwater environments, which has

resulted in the parallel evolution of many traits. For example,

most freshwater populations have reduced defensive bony armor,

including bony lateral plates and spines, and changes in feeding

morphology, including reduction of gill raker length and number

(Hagen and Gilbertson 1972; Hendry et al. 2013). This parallel

phenotypic evolution is mirrored at the genetic level by parallel

fixation of shared freshwater haplotypes (Hohenlohe et al. 2010;

Jones et al. 2012; Terekhanova et al. 2014; Bassham et al. 2018).

These freshwater haplotypes exist as standing genetic variation

in marine populations that persists through ongoing migration

of alleles to and from freshwater (Colosimo et al. 2005; Hohen-

lohe et al. 2010; Jones et al. 2012; Nelson and Cresko 2018).

Importantly, these freshwater haplotypes often overlap with

known QTL for traits that differ between marine and freshwater

sticklebacks, suggesting that they are key for the rapid, parallel

evolution of many traits in freshwater (Hohenlohe et al. 2010;

Jones et al. 2012).

The Role of the Eda Gene as a
Major Pleiotropic Gene in
Freshwater Adaptation
One of the strongest molecular signals of divergent selection be-

tween marine and freshwater stickleback genomes is in a 16-kb

region on chromosome IV (Jones et al. 2012). This 16-kb region

has a number of fixed sequence differences between the marine

and freshwater haplotypes and contains three protein-coding

genes, Ectodysplasin (Eda), Tumor necrosis factor super-family

member 13b (Tnfsf13b), and Glycoprotein A repetitions predom-

inant (Garp) (Fig. 1). The first of these genes, Eda, controls at

least three traits: number of bony lateral plates, body position

while schooling, and lateral line patterning (Colosimo et al.

2004; Colosimo et al. 2005; Wark et al. 2012; Greenwood et al.

2013; Mills et al. 2014; Greenwood et al. 2016). Eda is required

for the development of epithelial appendages in vertebrates,

including hair, teeth, scales, and lateral plates (Srivastava et al.

1997; Harris et al. 2008; Aman et al. 2018; Wucherpfennig et al.

2019). Protein sequence comparison and tissue-specific expres-

sion level analysis suggest that the phenotypic differences driven

by Eda are due to reduced expression of the freshwater allele

(Colosimo et al. 2005; O’Brown et al. 2015). Consistent with

this hypothesis, overexpression of Eda in freshwater sticklebacks

partially recovers the ancestral marine phenotypes for number

of lateral plates, body position while schooling, and lateral line

patterning, confirming the pleiotropic role of Eda in phenotypic
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evolution of freshwater stickleback (Colosimo et al. 2005; Mills

et al. 2014; Greenwood et al. 2016).

Despite clear evidence for the role of Eda in these phe-

notypes, the causative mutation(s) are unknown. Compared to

marine fish, there are four coding changes in Eda shared by

North American low-plated stickleback. However, a low-plated

Japanese population (NAKA stream population) lacking the

North American amino acid changes fails to complement for

lateral plate formation, suggesting that plate loss is due to a

shared regulatory, not coding, change (Colosimo et al. 2005).

Consistent with this model, allele-specific expression analysis

revealed a cis-regulatory downregulation of the freshwater allele

of Eda in F1 hybrid flank tissue (O’Brown et al. 2015). To iden-

tify the regulatory mutation leading to plate loss, O’Brown and

colleagues (2015) leveraged the Japanese NAKA population to

identify a single base-pair mutation located within a regulatory

element 3′ of the Eda gene that is shared by all sequenced,

low-plated fish. Hereafter, we will refer to this mutation as the

NAKA SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism). Wild-caught

marine fish heterozygous only at the NAKA SNP are completely

plated (O’Brown et al. 2015), yet it remains unknown whether

this single SNP is necessary or sufficient in the homozygous

state to cause plate loss, or if other mutations are involved. It is

also unknown whether lateral plate, lateral line patterning, and

schooling behavior changes are caused by a single pleiotropic

mutation or by linked mutations.

In addition to the three known phenotypes affected by Eda,

chromosome IV harbors QTL for more traits than expected by

chance (Albert et al. 2008; Miller et al. 2014; Peichel and Mar-

ques 2017). Many of these QTL have confidence intervals that

overlap with the Eda haplotype. Furthermore, there is no evi-

dence of an inversion in this genomic region (Jones et al. 2012),

which should allow us to disentangle the effects of individual

mutations on phenotypes due to the presence of recombination

across this genomic region. This “phenotypic hotspot” is there-

fore an interesting and important test case for disentangling the

relative roles of pleiotropy and linkage during adaptive evolution.

Here, we addressed two complementary questions: (1) how many

and which traits map to the 16-kb freshwater haplotype on a ma-

rine genomic background and (2) are these phenotypes affected

by the same pleiotropic mutation, or by separate tightly linked

mutations? To address the first question, we identified wild-

caught marine fish heterozygous for the freshwater Eda haplo-

type, made crosses between these heterozygous fish, and pheno-

typed and genotyped the offspring to determine which of the traits

previously associated with QTL overlapping the Eda haplotype

are specifically associated with this 16-kb haplotype. To address

the second question, we first tested whether the previously identi-

fied regulatory NAKA SNP is sufficient to generate the freshwa-

ter lateral plate and lateral line phenotypes in a marine genomic

background. We also performed association mapping of these lat-

eral plate and lateral line traits, as well as other phenotypes asso-

ciated with QTL overlapping Eda, in a polymorphic, interbreed-

ing freshwater population of stickleback in which recombination

has occurred between the marine and freshwater Eda haplotypes.

Methods
ETHICS STATEMENT

Fish were collected under the Washington Department of Fish

and Wildlife scientific collection permits 14–311b, 15–033, and

16–066. Animal care and handling protocols were approved by

the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center Institutional Ani-

mal Care and Use Committee (protocol 1575) or the Veterinary

Service of the Department of Agriculture and Nature of the

Canton of Bern (VTHa# BE4/16).

PUGET SOUND FISH COLLECTIONS, CROSSES, AND

CARE

To quantify the effects of the Eda haplotype on different pheno-

types, we made crosses between multiple marine fish that were

heterozygous carriers of the freshwater Eda haplotype. By us-

ing multiple wild-caught marine carriers of the haplotype, pheno-

typic effects observed in multiple crosses can be attributed to the

Eda haplotype rather than to freshwater alleles at other genomic

loci that may be present in individual wild-caught fish. Sufficient

numbers of potential parents were obtained by collecting ma-

rine fish from Puget Sound, Washington, during two consecutive

summers. In the summer of 2015, marine fish were caught in a

midwater trawl during a multi-day sampling trip in the Whidbey

Basin and Bellingham Bay areas of Puget Sound, WA. In June

2016, marine fish were collected nearshore in a beach seine in full

saltwater in Clam Bay, Puget Sound, near Manchester, WA, with

the help of the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife. Be-

cause the sampling location and habitats were different between

the sampling years, it is possible that these two samples rep-

resent separate marine populations of Puget Sound stickleback.

Fish were transported and housed in the stickleback facility at the

Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center. Animals were kept in

standard 29 gallon aquarium tanks, each aerated with an air stone

and containing 0.35% saltwater (3.7 g·L−1 Instant Ocean sea

salt, Instant Ocean Spectrum Brands, Inc., Blacksburg, VA, USA;

0.003 g·L−1 NaHCO3; 0.0003 g·L−1 Ca(OH)2). Water was fil-

tered through an external filter (AquaClear Power Filter, Rolf C.

Hagan Inc., Baie d’Urfé, Quebec, Canada). The rooms were pro-

grammed to mimic summer light conditions (16 h light:8 h dark)

and maintained at approximately 17.5°C. Fish were kept at a den-

sity of up to 24 adults per tank and were fed live brine shrimp nau-

plii in the mornings and frozen Mysis shrimp in the afternoons.
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2015 2016

Genotype n = n =

CC 256 886

Stn382:

CL 1 80

LL 0 3

NAKA SNP:

CL 55 n/a

LL 2 n/a

A B

C = common marine allele, associated with the completely-
plated phenotype

L = common freshwater allele, associated with the low-plated 
phenotype

NAKASNPs: 1 Stn382 5 7
12/13

8 10/11

1 kb

Figure 2. Freshwater alleles persist in the marine population. (A) Marine stickleback were collected and genotyped from Puget Sound

in two consecutive summers, 2015 and 2016. In 2015, wild-caught fish were sampled in midwater, genotyped first at the NAKA SNP, and

subsequently at Stn382. The frequency of the L allele at the NAKA SNP was 9.4%, whereas the frequency of the full freshwater Eda

haplotype was 0.16%. In 2016, fish were sampled nearshore, genotyped at Stn382, and the frequency of the L allele was 4.4%. (B) The

carriers of the L allele at Stn382 from 2016were genotyped at a subset of additional markers, and their genotypes are represented visually.

Each row represents a single fish (n = 83), and the subset of markers genotyped within the haplotype (designated by the box) is shown

below the plot. Triangles mark the physical location of SNP1 and the genotyped markers within the haplotype. Coloring representing

the genotypes extends halfway to the next marker location. Additional markers on either side of the haplotype (Cnv767 and SNP19, ∼10

kb 5′ and 3′ of the region, respectively) were genotyped and are represented visually to the left of SNP1 and to the right of SNPs12/13,

respectively. Missing data are in white.

In both 2015 and 2016, fish were individually marked with a

combination of spine clipping and elastomer tagging, fin clipped,

and genotyped following a HotSHOT DNA extraction (see

“DNA EXTRACTIONS” section below). In 2015, fish were first

genotyped at the NAKA SNP, an intergenic SNP 3′ of the Eda

gene previously suggested to be involved in Eda regulation and

plate reduction (O’Brown et al. 2015), and heterozygotes were

then genotyped at Stn382, an indel polymorphism within the first

intron of Eda that differentiates most marine from freshwater

haplotypes (Colosimo et al. 2005) (Figs. 1 and 2; Table S1).

Four crosses were made between fish that were heterozygous

carriers of the freshwater allele at the NAKA SNP but that were

homozygous for the marine allele at Stn382. One cross was made

between a homozygous marine fish and the single heterozygous

carrier of freshwater alleles at both the NAKA SNP and Stn382.

Given the higher frequency of NAKA heterozygotes to

Stn382 heterozygotes in the 2015 sample (n = 55 and 1, re-

spectively; Fig. 2), we reversed our genotyping strategy in 2016.

Wild-caught fish from 2016 were first genotyped at the marker

Stn382 (Fig. 1; Table S1) to find heterozygous carriers of the

freshwater Eda haplotype. Eleven crosses were made between

fish that were heterozygous carriers of the freshwater allele

at Stn382. Later genotyping (see “GENOTYPING ASSAYS”

section below) revealed that five of these were crosses between

carriers of the full freshwater Eda haplotype, five were crosses

between carriers of a short freshwater haplotype with a carrier of

a full freshwater haplotype, and one cross was between carriers

of different short haplotypes (Fig. 3). Fish were considered

heterozygous carriers of full freshwater haplotypes if they were

heterozygous for all markers tested between Stn382 through

SNP13, except the NAKA SNP. In contrast, short haplotypes var-

ied in size, extending from Stn382 through somewhere between

the NAKA SNP and SNP 11 (Fig. 2). In addition, an F2 cross

was made between heterozygous F1 siblings from the single Eda

full freshwater haplotype by homozygous F0 marine cross.

Offspring of these crosses were reared in the stickleback

facility at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center under

conditions similar to those for wild-caught adults described

above. The differences were that entire crosses were housed

in a single tank and young fish were fed brine shrimp nauplii

twice per day. The offspring of the 2016 crosses were shipped

to the stickleback facility at the University of Bern, Switzerland,

between the ages of 2 and 5 months (corresponding to 18-35

mm standard length). Animals were housed in 100-L tanks on a
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Figure 3. Crosses between Puget Sound fish carrying different-

sized haplotypes reveal effects of freshwater alleles on multiple

phenotypes. (A) Schematic of the five crosses between heterozy-

gous marine carriers of the full freshwater haplotype (CL geno-

type). (B) Schematic of the five crosses between one carrier of the

full haplotype and one carrier of a short haplotype. In both (A) and

(B), the possible genotypes of offspring are visualized below the

parents, along with triangles marking the three markers at which

offspring were genotyped—Stn382, NAKA SNP, and SNPs12/13.

Not pictured is the single cross between two carriers of different

short haplotypes, which produced some offspring with a tricol-

ored haplotype, depicted in (C). (C) Trait values for four pheno-

types are plotted by offspring genotypes at Stn382 and SNPs12/13.

Representative haplotypes are drawn above the plots. Mean trait

recirculating system. Conductivity (5.3 millisiemens/cm) and pH

(7.5) were automatically monitored and maintained using satu-

rated solutions of Instant Ocean sea salt (Instant Ocean Spectrum

Brands, Inc., Blacksburg, VA, USA) and sodium bicarbonate

(75 g·L−1). Lighting was programmed with 11 h full sunlight, 1 h

sunrise, 1 h sunset, and a moon light for nighttime. Water temper-

ature was maintained near 15°C. Crosses were housed in a single

tank until they reached approximately 30 mm, and then they were

split among multiple tanks to maintain approximately 45-55 fish

per tank. Young fish were fed brine shrimp nauplii twice per day,

and adult fish were fed brine shrimp in the mornings and frozen

Mysis shrimp three times per week in the afternoon. Fish were

grown to about 2 years old before genotyping and phenotyping.

LAKE WASHINGTON FISH COLLECTIONS AND CARE

To confirm the effects of the Eda haplotype on different genomic

backgrounds and to fine map phenotypes within the haplotype,

we used a polymorphic, interbreeding, freshwater population of

stickleback; Lake Washington is a large freshwater lake near

Seattle, WA that contains both completely and low-plated stickle-

backs. Genotype at Stn382 in the Eda haplotype explains 75.2%

of the variation in plate phenotype in this population (Kitano et al.

2008). Adult fish were collected from different locations around

Lake Washington between April 2015 and March 2016. Unbaited

minnow traps were used to catch fish (n = 52) at Mercer Slough

south of Bellevue, WA. A Merwin trap was set in Kenmore, WA,

on the northern edge of Lake Washington (n = 136). Nighttime

purse seining (n = 129) and trawling (n = 560) were conducted

in the northern half of Lake Washington. The nearshore trapping

(minnow and Merwin traps) was conducted in May, June, and

July when adult sticklebacks are in nearshore habitat. The seining

and trawling were used in October and March, respectively, when

adult sticklebacks are found offshore. We sampled fish from a

subset of locations around the lake because collections from 2005

value ± SD are depicted by black lines and whiskers. Left plate

count is strongly associated with genotype at Stn382 (LOD = 344;

PVE = 93.6), and the C allele is dominant (CC and CL fish have

similar trait values). However, SNPs12/13 are also associated with

plate number in fish that are homozygous LL at Stn382 (fish LL at

SNPs12/13 have fewer plates than fish CC and CL at SNPs12/13;

t151 = –6.54, P = 4.4 × 10–10). The same pattern is observed in

the dorsal-ventral (D-V) patterning of neuromasts and the number

of neuromasts per segment in the Mp line. In contrast, gill raker

length is not associated with genotype at Stn382, but it is associ-

ated with genotype at SNPs12/13 (LOD = 4.6; PVE = 3.7). Adjusted

trait values were calculated by adding the residual trait value for

each individual to the predicted trait value when all the covariates

are equal (sex, standard length, and family). Significance levels:
∗∗∗P < 0.001; ∗∗P < 0.01; ∗P < 0.05; P > 0.05 (not significant).
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(Kitano et al. 2008; locations 2, 4, 7, and 9) demonstrated that al-

though fish from different locations have varying degrees of ma-

rine ancestry, there is no correlation between genotypes at neutral

markers and plate phenotype. Based on this previous work, we

expected low- and completely plated fish to be interbreeding, and

the frequency of the freshwater Eda allele to be ∼40%.

Animals were housed in the stickleback facility at the Fred

Hutchinson Cancer Research Center as described above for

Puget Sound wild-caught fish. Fish were kept in the lab for

between 0 and 57 days before phenotyping.

PHENOTYPING

To disentangle the relative roles of pleiotropy and linkage

within the highly divergent marine-freshwater haplotype on

chromosome IV, we focused on phenotypes that had previously

mapped to chromosome IV in QTL crosses between marine and

freshwater stickleback (Peichel and Marques 2017). To fully

analyze the geometric morphometric landmarks and lateral line

neuromast counts (see below), we also included traits in these

categories that were not previously mapped to chromosome IV

(Table S2). For logistical reasons, we did not measure any aspect

of schooling behavior, which has previously been associated

with variation in Eda (Greenwood et al. 2016).

PHENOTYPING: LATERAL LINE NEUROMASTS

The Puget Sound NAKA SNP crosses (n = 86 individuals) and

a subset of Lake Washington fish (244 of 768) were stained to

visualize lateral line neuromasts using the fluorescent vital dye

2-(4-(dimethylamino)styrl)-N-ethylpyridinium iodide (DASPEI;

Invitrogen/Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, CA) as described in

Wark et al. (2012). Neuromasts were visualized and counted as

described below using a Leica dissecting scope with fluorescent

light and a FITC filter set (Leica Microsystems Inc., Banncok-

burn, IL, USA). After staining, fish were euthanized with a lethal

dose of MS-222, fins were clipped and saved in 95% ethanol for

DNA extraction, and fish were placed in a T-Sac Tea Filter Bag

(Magic Teafit, Columbus, OH, USA) with a waterproof, unique

ID tag. Fish were then stored in Mason jars in 10% buffered

formalin for at least one week before staining with Alizarin red

to visualize bony structures, as described by Peichel et al. (2001).

DASPEI staining is time-intensive and variable because

each fish is stained and screened live, and the quality of staining

can abruptly change if the fish is anesthetized for too long.

We therefore adapted a method of neuromast staining using

alkaline phosphatase to allow for the bulk preservation, staining,

and storage of fish, plus reliable and convenient phenotyping

(adapted from Villablanca et al. 2006). This method was used

to phenotype the Puget Sound Eda haplotype crosses (n = 498)

and the remaining Lake Washington fish (524 of 768). Fish were

first placed in aerated epinephrine for 10 min to contract their

melanophores (0.07 g·L−1 epinephrine in fish water). Fish were

transferred to a lethal dose of MS-222 and left until all oper-

culum movement had stopped for 4 min. Standard length was

recorded, and fins were clipped and placed in 95% ethanol for

DNA extraction. Fish bodies were then placed with a waterproof

ID tag in custom staining chambers (Fig. S1), and submerged

in freshly made, cold 4% paraformaldehyde. Fish were kept at

4°C for 24-36 h, then rinsed three times for 10 min in PBS and

returned to 4°C for 12-72 h. On the day of neuromast staining,

fresh coloration buffer was made (0.1 M NaCl; 0.1 M Tris-HCl,

pH 9.5; 0.05 M MgCl2; 0.1% Tween-20 in reverse osmosis

water). Fish were rinsed in coloration buffer for 20 min, then

submerged in half-strength NBT/BCIP solution (0.225% NBT,

0.175% BCIP in coloration buffer; NBT/BCIP from Promega

Corporation, Madison, WI, USA). Staining was carried out in

the dark for 3-4 hours on a rotational shaker. The preopercular

and infraorbital lateral lines were checked periodically on a

dissecting microscope to assess staining, as these lines are easy

to find and often stain well. High-quality staining produces a

circle around the outer edge of the neuromast, and sometimes a

line or dot in the middle of the neuromast (Fig. S1). Once this

pattern is dark, staining can be terminated by a 10-min rinse in

PBS, followed by two methanol rinses to intensify staining (30

min in 25:75 methanol:PBTw (0.1% Tween in PBS), 20 min in

43:57 methanol:PBTw). Fish were then rinsed twice for 10 min

in PBS and could be stored at 4°C for up to 3 days in PBS. Fish

could be screened at this point, but we found it easier to screen

them after Alizarin red staining. Fish were transferred to tea

bags and stored in 10% buffered formalin at room temperature

before Alizarin red staining as described previously (Peichel

et al. 2001). Fish stained with alkaline phosphatase/Alizarin red

were submerged in water and gently brushed with a paintbrush to

remove background alkaline phosphatase stain on the bones sur-

rounding the neuromasts. Neuromasts were viewed and counted

on a Leica dissecting scope using visible light as described below

(Leica Microsystems Inc., Bannockburn, IL, USA).

Neuromasts were counted in the 12 stickleback lateral lines,

as described previously (Wark and Peichel 2010; Wark et al.

2012) (Fig. S1; Table S2). In addition to counting the neuromasts

in the anterior and posterior main trunk lateral lines (Ma and Mp,

respectively), the neuromast pattern was drawn for each plate

and/or body segment. These drawings were later used to count

neuromasts in the Ma and Mp lines and to quantify the dorsal-

ventral (D-V) neuromast patterning. Because staining quality var-

ied along the anterior-posterior axis and some segments lacked

neuromasts due to poor staining quality, the anterior and poste-

rior trunk line (Ma and Mp) neuromast counts were averaged per

body segment with stained neuromasts. Additionally, each body

segment of the Mp line was phenotyped as having a midline neu-

romast pattern (with neuromasts lying directly on the midline)
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or a dorsal-ventral neuromast pattern with at least one neuromast

off the midline. This trait is reported as the fraction of segments

displaying the dorsal-ventral pattern (D-V patterned segments).

PHENOTYPING: METRICS AND MERISTICS

Meristic and metric traits were scored under a Leica dissecting

scope. Meristic traits included plate count on the left side of

the fish, anal fin ray number, and dorsal fin ray number (Table

S2). Metric traits were measured using S_Cal PRO IP67 dig-

ital calipers (Sylvac SA, Crissier, Switzerland), and included

standard length, pelvic girdle length, ectocoracoid length, spine

lengths (first, second, and third dorsal spines; anal spine; and left

pelvic spine), middle gill raker length, and supraoccipital notch

length (Table S2). To expose the gill rakers for measurement,

the branchiostegal rays were cut and the operculum was peeled

up to expose the branchial bones and gill rakers. The length of

the middle anterior facing gill raker on the first gill arch was

measured with the digital calipers.

PHENOTYPING: BRANCHIAL TRAITS

Branchial skeletons from 98 Puget Sound cross offspring and 76

wild-caught Lake Washington fish were dissected and mounted

following the protocol of Ellis and Miller (2016). Three cate-

gories of branchial traits were phenotyped following Miller et al.

(2014): pharyngeal tooth counts, gill raker counts, and branchial

bone lengths. The counting of pharyngeal teeth on the right two

dorsal and single ventral toothplates was done under a binocular

microscope using a black background to increase contrast. Teeth

were counted between two and eight times by the same researcher

to improve precision. Anterior-facing gill rakers were counted

on the first left branchial arch following Miller et al. (2014). The

fourth ceratobranchial bone on the left side was measured using

digital calipers on the mounted branchial skeleton.

PHENOTYPING: MORPHOMETRICS

Fish were pinned to a dissecting mat for consistency between

fish. Insect pins were inserted at landmarks 2, 8, 23, and 29

corresponding to the posterior insertion of the last anal fin ray,

the anterior edge of the ectocoracoid, the supraoccipital notch,

and the posterior insertion of the last dorsal fin ray, respectively

(Fig. S2). Photos were taken of each fish with a 1-cm reference

scale in the picture. Photos were converted into .tps files us-

ing the tps.util program. Twenty-nine landmarks were placed

on each fish using tps.dig2 (Fig. S2; Table S2). If landmarks

could not be placed without doubt, placeholder landmarks

were used and these fish were removed from the data before

the morphometric analysis. Landmark coordinates were scaled

and rotated using the geomorph package in R (https://cran.r-

project.org/package=geomorph), and the scaled and rotated X and

Y coordinate values were used as trait values in further analyses.

Two linear measurements were extracted from the scaled land-

mark positions: body depth and maxilla length. Body depth was

calculated as the distance between landmarks 6 and 25, and max-

illa length as the distance between landmarks 18 and 16 (Fig. S2).

DNA EXTRACTIONS

DNA from fin tissue of wild-caught Puget Sound fish was

extracted using a modified HotSHOT DNA extraction method

(Meeker et al. 2007). Fin tissue was placed directly into 30 μL

of 50 mM NaOH, digested at 95°C for 30 min, cooled on ice,

and then pH neutralized with 8 μL of 1 mM TrisHCl. Samples

were spun down for 10 min and 0.5 μL of the supernatant was

used in 5 or 10 μL PCR reactions.

Fin tissue from Puget Sound crosses and Lake Washington

fish were kept in 95% ethanol for DNA extractions. DNA was

either extracted following a standard phenol-chloroform protocol

or using the Wizard® SV 96 Genomic DNA Purification System

(Promega, Madison, WI, USA). Following resuspension in TE

buffer, DNA was quantified on a NanoDrop and diluted to 10

ng/μL in water for genotyping assays.

GENOTYPING ASSAYS

Wild-caught Puget Sound and Lake Washington fish were

initially genotyped using PCR-based methods at a subset of

known SNPs and indels across the 16-kb region (Stn382, SNP5,

NAKA SNP, SNPs10/11, and SNPs12-16). Puget Sound fish

were additionally genotyped at two flanking markers outside

the 16-kb region (Cnv767 and SNP19, ∼10 kb 5′ and 3′ of the

16-kb region, respectively) (Colosimo et al. 2005; Lowe et al.

2018) (See Table S1 for details of PCR primers and genotyping

assays). Fish were also genotyped for a marker in the 3′ UTR

(untranslated region) of the isocitrate dehydrogenase gene (Idh)

that distinguishes males from females (Peichel et al. 2004). Puget

Sound F1 offspring from parents carrying various-sized freshwa-

ter Eda haplotypes were genotyped at two markers: Stn382 and

SNPs12/13 (Table S1). This allowed us to distinguish between

offspring carrying a long haplotype from those carrying a short

haplotype. Puget Sound F1 offspring of parents heterozygous

only at the NAKA SNP were genotyped only at the NAKA SNP

because there was no known variation at any other marker in the

haplotype in the F0 parents.

Following initial genotyping at this subset of known

polymorphisms, additional genotyping was performed on

recombinant Lake Washington fish to fine-map their recom-

bination breakpoints and increase mapping resolution. Both

known and novel polymorphisms were used in fine map-

ping (SNP1, LP3621, Cnv770, Stn381, SNP7, LP13173, and

SNP8) (Table S1). Novel putative shared polymorphisms were

selected using three datasets. First, published genomic and

BAC sequences from one saltwater (Salmon River marine
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A

B

Figure 4. Visual genotypes of Lake Washington fish reveal historical recombination events within the Eda haplotype. (A) Wild-caught

adult stickleback from Lake Washington (n = 885) were genotyped at a subset of 16 SNPs or indels across the haplotype and SNP1. Most

fish showed no evidence of recombination within the 16-kb haplotype. (B) There is evidence of at least one historical recombination event

within the haplotype in 198, or 22%, of the fish. The markers are depicted as triangles at their physical location relative to the haplotype

and labeled at the bottom of the figure. Tick marks start at the beginning of intron 1 of Eda (the presumed start of the haplotype) and are

spaced every 1000 bases. Genotypes are represented visually as CC (homozygous for the completely plated allele), CL (heterozygous), or

LL (homozygous for the low-plated, typically freshwater, allele), and extend halfway between each marker position. Missing genotypes

are in white. The number of fish (n) and % of fish for each category of haplotype are listed on the right.

fish, GenBank: AC144489.2) and two freshwater individuals

(Paxton benthic and Bear Paw fish, GenBank: AY897589.1

and AANH00000000.1, respectively) were aligned in Geneious

version R9 (http://www.geneious.com; Kearse et al. 2012), and

putative SNPs and indels were identified. Next, the sequencing

data from Jones et al. (2012) were used to confirm the useful-

ness of SNPs or indels across multiple freshwater and marine

populations because it contains low-coverage whole genome

sequences from 10 paired freshwater and saltwater populations

(sticklebrowser.stanford.edu). A putative SNP was confirmed

if the same freshwater allele was found in all freshwater pop-

ulations with data and not in any marine populations. We also

looked at insertions or deletions (indels) on the freshwater

haplotype, as these may play an important role in phenotypic

evolution (Lowe et al. 2018). The raw reads from the Jones

dataset were used to confirm putative indels. For each puta-

tive indel, consensus marine and freshwater query sequences

were created from the alignment of published genomes and

BAC clones described above. Next, raw sequencing reads from

the Jones dataset were separated into marine and freshwater

databases and searched for exact matches to the query se-

quences. A putative indel was confirmed if the freshwater query

accumulated multiple matches to the freshwater database and

the marine query accumulated multiple matches to the marine

database. This much reduced set of putative haplotype indels

and SNPs were then used to design additional genotyping assays

for screening recombinant fish (LP3621, Cnv770, and LP13173)

(Table S1).

CURATION OF GENOTYPE DATA FOR ASSOCIATION

MAPPING

Puget Sound offspring were successfully genotyped at the chosen

informative markers for all fish. For the Lake Washington fish,

missing genotypes were dealt with in the following manner.

Missing genotypes were imputed if the genotypes at both geno-

typed flanking markers were the same, and no genotyped sample

within the dataset had an incongruous genotype at that marker

(with the assumption of no double recombination events). In

addition, two or three missing genotypes in a row were filled in

following the same guidelines as for a single missing marker.

Figures 4 and S3 show the genotypes at each marker (with miss-

ing data in white) prior to imputation. The following numbers

for each marker are the numbers of successfully genotyped sam-

ples/imputed genotypes SNP1: 884/0, Stn382: 883/2, LP3621:

860/18, Cnv770: 852/0, SNP5: 874/0, Stn381: 863/21, NAKA

SNP: 884/0, SNP7: 386/498, LP13173: 838/46, SNP8: 706/178,

SNPs10/11: 877/7, and SNP13: 885/0. Our method of imputing

missing data could lead to incorrect genotype information; there-

fore, a second trimmed genotype file was created in which all

missing genotypes were deleted. This mostly involved deleting
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individual fish from the analysis; however, all genotypes for

SNP7 and SNP8 were deleted because they had missing data for

over half of the fish. We report the association mapping results

using the trimmed genotype file because it produced qualita-

tively the same results as the filled genotype file but is more

conservative.

ANALYSES

Puget Sound crosses and Lake Washington wild-caught fish were

analyzed in largely the same way and differences will be noted

below. Outliers were assessed in two ways and then removed.

First, prior to analyses, data were explored by eye for categories

of fish that should be removed. For example, for lateral line

traits, fish with poor staining quality (assessed subjectively dur-

ing phenotyping on a scale of 1-7) were removed from analyses

(n = 161 in Lake Washington; n = 86 in Puget Sound). For

non-lateral line traits: the following samples were removed from

Lake Washington analyses: June and July males (n = 6 and n =
3, respectively), October samples larger than 65 mm (n = 9; these

fish are likely a year older than all other fish, because they are

bigger than reproductive summer fish, and much bigger than Oc-

tober fish), and May fish less than 50 mm (n = 1). Second, trait

values >4 standard deviations from the mean trait value were

also removed prior to analysis of the Lake Washington and Puget

Sound datasets (between 0 and 2 samples per trait were removed

totaling 30 trait values across all analyses). The number of fish

analyzed for each phenotype and dataset is provided in Table S2.

To assess whether genotype is significantly associated with

phenotype in the Puget Sound crosses and the wild-caught Lake

Washington fish, linear models representing the null and alternate

hypotheses were compared. The null model included presumed

covariates. The alternate hypothesis included covariates plus the

genotype at the focal marker (i.e., Stn382). The models were

compared using both a Chi-square test and by calculating the

log-odds likelihood ratio (LOD) of the two models following the

formula:

LOD = n

2
× log10

(
RSS0

RSS1

)
,

where n is the number of samples and RSS0 and RSS1 are

the residual sums of squares of the null and alternate models,

respectively (Broman and Sen 2009). We then calculated the

percent of phenotypic variation explained (PVE) by each marker

using the formula (Broman and Sen 2009):

PVE = 1 − 10( −2 × LOD
n ).

Using this method, we asked how much additional phe-

notypic variation is explained by genotype at the focal marker,

after accounting for possible covariates. Variables that pos-

sibly contributed to variation in the raw trait values include

biological variables such as sex, standard length, and family;

collection variables including month of collection, lab tank

housed in, and days kept in tank before staining; and method of

staining (DASPEI vs. alkaline phosphatase staining for lateral

line neuromasts) (Table S2). Therefore, covariates in the Puget

Sound cross analyses included family, standard length, sex, and

interactions between standard length and family, and sex and

family. Covariates in the Lake Washington fine mapping varied

by trait. Geometric morphometric data were already corrected

for size, so covariates were sex and month of collection, plus

their interaction. Meristic and metric traits were corrected for

size, sex, and month of collection, plus interactions between sex

and month and between size and month. These interactions allow

for changes between sex or size and trait value that could change

across life stages, such as pre-reproductive and reproductive

fish collected in October and June, respectively. Because lateral

line traits were correlated with staining quality, which was

susceptible to holding tank and staining method, covariates were

sex, size, month of collection, tank, staining method, days held

in tank, tank, and staining quality. Interactions between sex and

month, and size and month were also included.

Significance of LOD values was assessed via permutation

testing. For the Puget Sound crosses, we stratified the data

for the permutation testing to account for possible differences

between the size of the haplotype in each cross. Genotypes were

only permuted within families with roughly the same haplotype

sizes. The Lake Washington data were stratified by collection

month to adjust for nonrandom differences in allele frequen-

cies between collections. A total of 5000 permutations were

performed. P-values for each LOD score were calculated using

these permutations, and the P-value threshold was adjusted for

multiple comparisons using a Bonferroni correction for number

of traits tested (0.05/# of traits).

Power analyses were conducted using the detectable()

function in the qtlDesign package in R (Sen et al. 2007). The

detectable PVEs at 90% power were calculated for each trait in

both mapping populations and were compared with previously

published PVE for detected QTL on chromosome IV (Table S2).

Inputs for the function included number of fish, error variance,

and the LOD threshold. The error variance, σ2, was calculated

using the formula:

σ2 = RSS1

(n − p − 1)
,

where RSS1 is the residual sum of squares of the alternate model,

n is the number of samples, and p is the number of parameters

in the alternate model including covariates and genotype at

the focal marker. The LOD threshold and PVE were extracted

from the 5000 permutations at the Bonferroni-corrected level of

significance.
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Table 1. Summary of traits thatmapped to the Eda haplotype in either the Puget Sound crosses or the LakeWashingtonwild-caught pop-

ulation. The traits that mapped significantly in each mapping population are listed (no measured traits reached significance in the NAKA

crosses) along with the number of fish (n), the marker with the highest LOD score, the percent variance explained (PVE) by genotype,

the P-value from the ANOVA after accounting for covariates, and the adjusted P-value threshold that was used to determine significance

after accounting for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni correction).

Mapping
population Trait type Trait name n Marker LOD PVE P-value

Adjusted
P-value
threshold

Puget Sound
crosses

Lateral line Mp neuromasts per
segment

497 Stn382 77.1 51.0 0.0000 0.0029

Lateral line Dorsal-ventral (D-V)
neuromast patterning

498 Stn382 292.3 93.3 0.0000 0.0029

Meristic Left plate count 578 Stn382 344.3 93.6 0.0000 0.0029
Metric Middle gill raker length 571 SNPs12/13 4.6 3.7 0.0002 0.0029

Lake Washington
wild-caught

Lateral line Mp neuromasts per
segment

460 Cnv770 30.7 26.5 0.0000 0.0005

Lateral line Dorsal-ventral (D-V)
neuromast patterning

460 Cnv770 113.4 67.9 0.0000 0.0005

Meristic Left plate count 696 Cnv770 218.3 76.4 0.0000 0.0005
Morphometric Posterior extent of

operculum (Y10)
545 Stn381 3.9 3.3 0.0000 0.0005

Morphometric Posterior extent of
maxilla (X16)

545 SNP5 3.0 2.5 0.0004 0.0005

Morphometric Anterior extent of
maxilla (Y18)

545 Stn381 3.0 2.5 0.0004 0.0005

Results
FRESHWATER HAPLOTYPE SIZE IS VARIABLE IN

MARINE FISH

Genotyping of marine fish revealed that some fish in the Puget

Sound marine populations are heterozygous carriers of freshwa-

ter Eda haplotypes (Fig. 2). Here, freshwater alleles are desig-

nated “L,” due to their association with the low-plated phenotype,

whereas alleles typically shared by marine fish are designated as

“C” for completely plated (Barrett et al. 2008). Previous collec-

tions of completely plated marine fish estimated the frequency of

the L allele at Stn381 (an indel in intron 6 of Eda) to be 3.8% and

0.2% in populations from California and British Columbia, re-

spectively (Colosimo et al. 2005). The frequency of the L allele at

Stn382 (an indel in intron 1 of Eda) in our nearshore 2016 collec-

tion was 4.4% (n = 86 of 1938 chromosomes). Further genotyp-

ing across the haplotype region revealed that most fish carried the

full 16-kb freshwater haplotype, but some fish carried a shorter

version (47 “full-L” haplotypes, 39 “short-L” haplotypes; Fig. 2).

These shorter versions of the haplotype varied in size from nearly

the full 16-kb region to somewhere between 10 and 12 kb, down

to possibly just a single base pair at the NAKA SNP. Similar

genotyping of the 2015 Puget Sound fish caught in a midwater

trawl found frequencies of the full-L haplotype to be 0.16% and

at the NAKA SNP to be 9.4% (n = 1 and 59 of 628 chromosomes,

respectively). In comparison, previous sampling of completely

plated marine fish in Alaska estimated the frequency of the L

allele at the NAKA SNP to be 1.5% (O’Brown et al. 2015).

PUGET SOUND MARINE CROSSES IDENTIFIED FOUR

TRAITS THAT MAP TO THE Eda HAPLOTYPE

In the offspring of crosses between heterozygous carriers of

the Eda full-L and short-L freshwater haplotypes, genotype

at the Eda haplotype was significantly associated with four of

the 17 measured phenotypes: left plate count (LOD = 344;

PVE = 93.6), dorsal-ventral (D-V) neuromast patterning (LOD

= 292; PVE = 93.3), Mp neuromasts per segment (LOD =
77.1; PVE = 51.0), and gill raker length (LOD = 4.65; PVE

= 3.68) (Fig. 3; Tables 1 and S2). The C allele is dominant

for these traits; heterozygous “CL” and homozygous “CC” fish

have similar phenotypes and differ from “LL” fish (Fig. 3).

No other measured traits that have been previously mapped to

QTL on chromosome IV were significantly associated with the

Eda haplotype in these crosses. We had low power to detect

associations that explained less than 18% of the variance in

branchial traits due to the low numbers of fish measured. For all

other measured traits, including dorsal and pelvic spine lengths,

pelvic girdle length, or ectocoracoid length, we still had high

power (90%) to detect associations that explained as little as

3.4% of the phenotypic variance (Table S2).
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Crosses between heterozygous carriers of different-sized

freshwater haplotypes allowed us to assess which part of the hap-

lotype contains the causative variants by comparing the average

phenotypic residuals of offspring with different combinations of

haplotypes. We found that gill raker length is not significantly

associated with Stn382 but is associated with SNPs12/13 (LOD

= 4.65; Fig. 3; Table S2). In contrast, the variation in plates

and the two lateral line traits is more strongly associated with

Stn382 than SNPs12/13 (i.e., LOD = 344 at Stn382 vs. 114 at

SNPs12/13 for plates; Table S2).

MULTIPLE MUTATIONS WITHIN THE 16-kb

HAPLOTYPE AFFECT LATERAL PLATE AND LATERAL

LINE TRAITS

As described above, genotype at Stn382 is highly correlated with

variation in plate number, neuromast patterning, and neuromast

number in the Puget Sound marine crosses. However, additional

variation in these three traits is associated with genotype at

SNPs12/13 (Fig. 3; Table S3). For example, fish that are LL

at both Stn382 and SNPs12/13 have significantly fewer D-V

patterned segments, Mp neuromasts per segment, and plates than

fish that are LL at Stn382 and CL at SNPs12/13. These data

suggest that there are at least two mutations within the haplotype

that affect these three traits. The smaller effect mutation acts

either epistatically with the larger effect mutation (an effect of

SNPs12/13 is only observed when the genotype at Stn382 is

LL), or the freshwater allele of the mutation near SNPs12/13 is

recessive to the marine allele.

THE NAKA SNP IS NOT SUFFICIENT TO CAUSE

FRESHWATER LATERAL PLATE OR LATERAL LINE

PHENOTYPES

We next tested whether fish homozygous for the L allele at the

NAKA SNP (contained within the short-L haplotypes; Fig. 2) had

significantly different trait values for plate number, as hypothe-

sized by O’Brown et al. (2015), or neuromast number or neuro-

mast patterning, given the strong correlation of these traits during

development (Mills et al. 2014). In crosses between Puget Sound

marine fish heterozygous only at the NAKA SNP, we found no

significant effect of genotype on plate count, neuromast number,

or neuromast pattern (Fig. 5; Table S2). These data are consistent

with the finding that the two wild-caught Puget Sound marine fish

homozygous for the L allele only at the NAKA SNP were com-

pletely plated, whereas the three wild-caught Puget Sound fish

homozygous for the short-L haplotype were low plated (Fig. 2).

ASSOCIATION MAPPING OF TRAITS IN A

FRESHWATER, POLYMORPHIC POPULATION OF

STICKLEBACKS

To determine whether the genotypic correlations of lateral plates

and lateral line traits are due to pleiotropic effects of a causative

A

B

Figure 5. The NAKA SNP is not sufficient to cause variation in

traits. (A) Schematic of crosses between heterozygous marine car-

riers of the NAKA SNP (CL genotype). Possible offspring genotypes

are visualized below the parents, along with a triangle marking

the NAKA SNP. The box contains the DNA sequence immediately

surrounding the NAKA SNP. (B) Trait values for three phenotypes

are plotted by offspring genotypes at the NAKA SNP. Represen-

tative genotypes are drawn above the plots. Mean trait value ±
SD are depicted by black lines and whiskers. There is no associ-

ation between genotype at the NAKA SNP and any of the three

phenotypes—left plate count, dorsal-ventral (D-V) patterning of

neuromasts or neuromasts per body segment along the poste-

rior main trunk line (Mp). Adjusted trait values were calculated

by adding the residual trait value for each individual to the pre-

dicted trait value when all the covariates are equal (sex, standard

length, and family).

mutation(s) or due to tight genetic linkage of multiple causative

mutations, we performed fine-mapping in a polymorphic, in-

terbreeding, freshwater population from Lake Washington in

Seattle, WA (Kitano et al. 2008). Genotyping of 885 fish within

the 16-kb haplotype identified 198 fish (22%) with a historical
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recombination event within the 16-kb haplotype (Figs. 4 and

S3). These historical recombination events reduce linkage dise-

quilibrium between the markers and enable association mapping

between traits and genotypes at each marker within the haplotype.

In the Lake Washington mapping population, we again

found that left plate count (LOD = 218; PVE = 76.4), dorsal-

ventral (D-V) neuromast patterning (LOD = 113; PVE = 67.9),

and Mp neuromasts per segment mapped to the Eda haplotype

(LOD = 30.7; PVE = 26.5) (Fig. 6; Tables 1 and S2). In this pop-

ulation, we did not recover a significant correlation with gill raker

length after correction for multiple comparisons (LOD = 1.17;

PVE = 0.78). Some additional traits show an association but do

not survive multiple correction, including anal spine length (LOD

= 2.68; PVE = 1.77), left pelvic spine length (LOD = 1.94; PVE

= 1.28), and pelvic girdle length (LOD = 2.75; PVE = 1.80). De-

spite high power to detect associations that explained as little as

3.3% of the variance in most traits (except the branchial traits for

which we only measured a small subset of the fish), none of the

other branchial, lateral line, metric, or meristic traits previously

mapped to chromosome IV and measured in the Lake Washing-

ton fish show an association with the Eda haplotype (Table S2).

We also performed fine mapping for geometric morpho-

metric traits in Lake Washington. This analysis revealed that

landmarks Y10, X16, and Y18 are associated with the Eda

haplotype (Fig. S4; Tables 1 and S2). Landmark 10 is the dorsal

posterior extent of the operculum, and the X position has previ-

ously been mapped to near Eda (Albert et al. 2008). Landmarks

18 and 16 mark the anterior and posterior extent of the maxilla,

respectively. The Y position of landmark 16 has previously been

mapped to chromosome IV (Albert et al. 2008).

LARGE EFFECT TRAITS MAP TO THE SAME

INTRAGENIC REGION OF Eda

We find that the phenotypes that map strongly to Eda all have

the same association pattern with the markers across the 16-kb

haplotype. The strongest associations are with indels LP3621

and Cnv770, which are located in the first intron of Eda (Figs. 1

and 6). These data suggest that one or more closely linked

mutations in a 1.4-kb region mediate the effects of the Eda

haplotype on left plate count, D-V neuromast patterning, and Mp

neuromasts per segment. Notably, the lowest LOD score for all

three traits is at the NAKA SNP, consistent with the fact that the

NAKA SNP is not sufficient to affect plate count or lateral line

phenotypes in the Puget Sound crosses (Figs. 5 and 6).

NUMBER OF LATERAL PLATES IS LIKELY AFFECTED

BY MULTIPLE MUTATIONS WITHIN THE HAPLOTYPE

There is a second peak in LOD score at SNP7, which has a

higher LOD score than both Stn381 and LP13173 in the analysis

using the filled genotype file (data not shown). Together with the

Figure 6. Associationmapping of traits in LakeWashington stick-

leback reveals a similar pattern of association shared by three

traits. The strength of association between each marker and each

phenotype was calculated as a log odds likelihood (LOD) score

compared with the model of no association between marker and

phenotype. These LOD curves are plotted for four traits. Left plate

count, dorsal-ventral patterned segments, andMp neuromasts per

segment have significant LOD scores (LOD thresholds range from

2.7 to 2.9) and show very similar LOD curves, suggesting these

traits are controlled by the same mutation(s). The LOD curve for

gill raker length is shown, because this trait significantly mapped

to the 3′ region (SNPs12-13) of the haplotype in the Puget Sound

crosses. However, as shown here, this trait does not significantly

map to any marker within the haplotype in the Lake Washington

population (LOD threshold = 2.6, dashed line).

finding that Puget Sound F1 offspring with the full-L haplotype

have fewer plates than F1 offspring with the short-L haplotype

(Fig. 3C; Table S3), we hypothesized that there may be more

than one mutation within the haplotype that affects plate number.

To test this idea, we plotted adjusted left plate counts for the Lake

Washington fish by genotype at Cnv770 (highest LOD score

in the association mapping) and SNPs12/13 (to be consistent

with the analysis of the Puget Sound crosses). We found that
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Figure 7. SNPs12/13 explain additional variation in plate count

and D-V neuromast patterning of Lake Washington stickleback af-

ter accounting for Cnv770. Adjusted left plate count, D-V neuro-

mast pattern, and Mp neuromasts per segment are plotted for

Lake Washington fish by both genotype at Cnv770 (the marker

with the highest single LOD score in the association mapping) and

SNPs12/13, which controlled additional variation in plate count in

the Puget Sound crosses (Fig. 3C). Mean trait value ± SD are de-

picted by black lines and whiskers. Fish that are heterozygous at

both Cnv770 and SNPs12/13 have significantly more plates than

fish heterozygous at Cnv770 and homozygous LL at SNPs12/13 (t12
= 4.4, P = 0.00085) and differ in D-V neuromast patterning (t12 =
2.7, P = 0.03). The trait values plotted are adjusted for sex, stan-

dard length, and collection, and therefore vary outside the nor-

mal range of values. There was a single fish with a historical re-

combination event on both chromosomes between Cnv770 and

SNPs12/13, resulting in an LL genotype at Cnv770 and a CC geno-

type at SNPs12/13. Significance levels: ∗∗∗P < 0.001; ∗∗P < 0.01; ∗P
< 0.05; P > 0.05 (not significant).

genotype at SNPs12/13 explains additional variation in adjusted

plate number within fish that are heterozygous at Cnv770 (Fig. 7;

Table S3). Although the phenotypic values for neuromast pattern

and neuromast number trended in the same direction as the pat-

tern described for lateral plates, significant effects of SNPs12/13

were only observed on neuromast pattern (Fig. 7; Table S3).

Discussion
The goal of this study was to determine whether a single adaptive

haplotype within a phenotypic hotspot is responsible for multiple

phenotypic changes, or whether the overlap of these phenotypic

and genomic divergence signals is due to the low resolution of

QTL mapping. Further, we asked whether the pleiotropic effects

of the Eda gene are due to pleiotropic effects of a single mu-

tation, or due to linked causative mutations within the adaptive

haplotype. First, we found that the haplotype is responsible for

two traits previously known to be affected by Eda (lateral plate

count and neuromast patterning), plus the number of neuromasts

per body segment. We did not find evidence that the haplotype

explains significant variation in additional phenotypes that

have previously mapped to chromosome IV. Second, we found

evidence for a small 1.4-kb region with large effects on both neu-

romast and bony armor traits, as well as additional linked, small

effect mutations that affect bony armor, feeding, and shape traits.

PLEIOTROPIC EFFECTS OF A 1.4-kb REGION IN THE

Eda HAPLOTYPE ON LATERAL PLATE AND LATERAL

LINE TRAITS

Both the Puget Sound and Lake Washington datasets suggest

that variation in lateral bony plate number, dorsal-ventral pat-

terning, and number of neuromasts per segment in the main

posterior lateral line maps to a small genomic region with large

effects. These effects are therefore due to the shared freshwater

haplotype, rather than population-specific alleles or gene by

environment interactions. The strong similarity of the LOD

curves for these traits suggests that the pleiotropic effects of a

single or few tightly linked mutations at or between LP3621 and

Cnv770 are responsible. This is consistent with the Puget Sound

data that also show that these traits map to the short-L haplotype,

which includes LP3621 and Cnv770.

The pleiotropic effects of this region may be mediated

either via (1) clustered mutations that alter distinct but closely

linked regulatory regions that independently control armor plate

formation and neuromast number and patterning; (2) direct in-

teractions between the developing tissues/cell types responsible

for the different traits; or (3) via independent responses by the

relevant tissues to the same external signal. All three hypotheses

are consistent with the presence of multiple causative mutations;

however, in the latter two cases, each mutation would need to

have pleiotropic effects on both plate and neuromast develop-

ment. We favor these latter two hypotheses that mutation(s) have

pleiotropic effects because plate development and neuromast

patterning are tightly correlated in space and time during stick-

leback development. Armor plates form around neuromasts, and

neuromasts display the dorsal-ventral arrangement only on body

segments with plates (Wark and Peichel 2010; Wark et al. 2012;

Mills et al. 2014). In support of the second hypothesis, work

in zebrafish has shown that neuromasts and dermal bone, such

as the opercular bone and scales, interact (Wada et al. 2010;

Wada et al. 2014). However, the interaction between lateral scale

formation (thought to be homologous to lateral plate formation

in stickleback) and patterning or number of neuromasts has

not been investigated. In support of the third hypothesis, Wnt
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signaling is required for neuromast proliferation and scale forma-

tion in zebrafish (Wada et al. 2013; Lush and Piotrowski 2014;

Aman et al. 2018), as well as for normal plate patterning in stick-

lebacks (O’Brown et al. 2015). Eda is required for refinement

of Wnt expression prior to scale formation (Aman et al. 2018),

but its role in neuromast patterning or proliferation has not been

investigated. Therefore, lateral plate and neuromast traits could

be responding independently to the modification of the same

external (Wnt) signal caused by a reduction in Eda expression in

freshwater sticklebacks. Studying neuromast patterning in Eda

mutants or studying the interactions between scale/plate forma-

tion and neuromast patterning in species with natural variation

in these traits may be informative for disentangling the latter

two hypotheses. Ultimately, determining whether the pleiotropic

effects of this region are due to a single or linked mutations will

require further resolution of the sequence changes responsible

for armor plate and neuromast changes in sticklebacks.

The assumption that individual mutations have pleiotropic

effects is central to Fisher’s model of adaptation and the predic-

tion that complex organisms pay a cost in the rate of adaptation

(Fisher 1930; Orr 2000). Dissecting the phenotypic effects of in-

dividual mutations found in pleiotropic regions of the genome is

therefore critical to validating our theoretical assumptions. How-

ever, few adaptive pleiotropic mutations are known (Sabeti et al.

2007; Kamberov et al. 2013; Nagy et al. 2018; Butelli et al. 2019;

Ramaekers et al. 2019), so identifying the particular mutation(s)

behind adaptive plate loss and neuromast changes will be an

informative endeavor. Previous sequence conservation analysis

and allele-specific expression work suggested that the causative

mutation for plate loss is a regulatory mutation that drives higher

expression of the marine Eda allele in the flank of the fish, but

not in other body regions, such as the midline fins (Colosimo et

al. 2005; O’Brown et al. 2015). This suggests that the causative

mutation is in a tissue-specific enhancer of Eda. A single SNP

that is shared between North American and Japanese freshwater,

low-plated stickleback populations, the NAKA SNP, is within a

flank enhancer and displayed reduced responsiveness to Wnt sig-

naling compared to the marine enhancer (O’Brown et al. 2015).

The frequency of the L allele at the NAKA SNP in the Puget

Sound marine population sampled in 2015 was 9.4%. However,

our crosses between heterozygous carriers of the NAKA SNP

demonstrated that the NAKA SNP is not sufficient to cause phe-

notypic changes in plate number or neuromast patterning (Fig. 5).

Reinforcing this finding, the NAKA SNP had the lowest LOD

score within the haplotype for plate count and neuromast pattern-

ing in our association mapping study within Lake Washington

(Fig. 6). Recent population sampling in Japan confirms that the

freshwater allele of the NAKA SNP is found in all sampled

freshwater populations with the low-plated phenotype, but also

occurs in the closely related marine species G. nipponicus, which

is completely plated (Yamasaki et al. 2019). In addition, the

freshwater allele of the NAKA SNP was found in multiple perco-

morph fish taxa that have scales, including tilapia and platyfish

(Fig. S5), suggesting that the marine allele of the SNP is derived.

Thus, the functional consequences of the NAKA SNP remain a

mystery.

In addition to ruling out the NAKA SNP as the causative

mutation for plate loss and neuromast number and patterning,

we were able to narrow the putative causative region to intron

1 of Eda, which is consistent with a causative mutation in an

enhancer of Eda. The LOD curves from the association mapping

study suggest that the causative mutation(s) are conservatively

between Stn382 and SNP5, corresponding to bases 12,802,847-

12,808,303 in the gasAcu1 genome assembly. Additionally,

alignment of all low-plated Lake Washington fish has identified

a smaller putative causative region that includes approximately

19 polymorphisms that differentiate the marine and freshwater

Eda haplotypes and spans a 1401-bp region (Fig. S6). This

region includes two indels from this study: LP3621 and Cnv770,

which encode a 16 bp and a 107 bp deletion in the freshwater

and marine haplotypes, respectively (Lowe et al. 2018). Genetic

manipulations are now underway to test whether this intronic

region contains one or more enhancers active near developing

lateral plates or neuromasts, and if so, to test which SNPs or

indels may alter the activity of these enhancers and drive the

phenotypic differences in plate number, neuromast number, and

neuromast patterning.

LINKED MUTATIONS IN THE Eda HAPLOTYPE HAVE

SMALLER EFFECTS ON MULTIPLE TRAITS

In addition to identifying a small 1.4-kb region within intron 1

that causes phenotypic changes in three traits, we found evidence

of linked mutations with effects on the same phenotypes as well

as additional phenotypes. Data from the Puget Sound crosses sug-

gest that there is a mutation in the downstream portion (∼3000

bp) of the haplotype that has a small effect on gill raker length

(Fig. S7). We did not recover this correlation in the Lake Wash-

ington mapping population, either due to absence of that muta-

tion, epistatic interactions, or phenotypic plasticity in the wild-

caught fish (Day et al. 1994). However, we did find associations

in the Lake Washington population between three geometric mor-

phometric landmarks and the Eda haplotype. Two of these land-

mark positions (Y10 and Y18) had very similar LOD curves (Fig.

S4), suggestive of another mutation with pleiotropic effects. Ge-

ometric morphometric analysis of the Puget Sound crosses would

tell us if these associations hold for the freshwater haplotype in

different genetic backgrounds and populations. Because the PVE

of these linked mutations is much lower than the PVE from pre-

vious QTL mapping studies (Albert et al. 2008), we do not think

we have mapped the previously identified QTL for these traits.
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Nonetheless, it is possible that the Eda haplotype may

contain additional mutations of very small effect. Despite having

high power to detect mutations that explain 5% or less of the

variation for most traits in our study (Table S2), we cannot rule

out the possibility that there are mutations with weak effect

within the region. In fact, 44 of 91 traits (48%) measured in the

Lake Washington population had P-values less than 0.05 but did

not meet our significance correction for multiple comparisons

(Table S2). The high proportion of traits in this category is

consistent with the idea that most causative mutations have weak

and nearly undetectable effects on phenotype (Rockman 2012).

We also found evidence in both the Puget Sound crosses

and the Lake Washington mapping population that additional

linked mutation(s) have effects on plate count and neuromast

patterning. Together with linked mutations affecting morphomet-

ric landmarks, this could explain why the 16-kb full-L version of

the freshwater haplotype is commonly favored and fixed in most

low-plated populations. The size of the 16-kb minimal shared

freshwater haplotype could be due to either selection in freshwa-

ter for the full-L haplotype or due to lack of recombination events

that make the haplotype smaller. We found that short-L haplo-

types were nearly as abundant as full-L freshwater haplotypes in

the nearshore Puget Sound marine population sampled in 2016,

suggesting that recombination has not limited the availability

of shorter haplotypes in anadromous fish (and consequently

in freshwater populations). Furthermore, in Lake Washington,

where anthropogenic activity has led to a recent shift in selection

toward favoring completely plated individuals and therefore the

marine genotype at Eda (Kitano et al. 2008), we find that 22% of

individuals have a recombination event within the 16-kb haplo-

type. These data suggest that recombination is not limiting in this

genomic region. Therefore, selection may be preserving the full

16-kb freshwater haplotype in typical freshwater environments

due to the multiple mutations with phenotypic effects.

SELECTION ON THE Eda HAPLOTYPE IN FRESHWATER

Because changes in neuromast number, patterning, and plate

count all map to the same small genomic interval, we cannot

conclude which trait(s) provide a fitness advantage in freshwater.

Neuromast number in the posterior lateral line is variable across

freshwater populations and can exceed neuromast number in ma-

rine populations (Wark and Peichel 2010; Jiang et al. 2016). This

suggests that selection on this trait is not driven by shared con-

ditions across freshwater environments and is likely not the main

target of selection within the Eda haplotype. The fitness effects

of the dorsal-ventral patterning of neuromasts are unknown, al-

though it may play a role in schooling behavior (Greenwood et al.

2016). In contrast, much attention has been given to the possible

role of plate loss in adaptation to freshwater. Many bony elements

are reduced in freshwater, suggesting that an overall reduction in

bone may be advantageous (Giles 1983; Bell et al. 1993; Bell and

Foster 1994; Myhre and Klepaker 2009). In addition, plates play

a known functional role in predation survival, which confirms

their visibility to selection in certain environments (Reimchen

1992). Although there are known ecological correlates with plate

reduction in freshwater environments, such as ion concentration,

distance from ocean, and co-occurrence with predators, the selec-

tion pressure acting to reduce number of lateral plates is unknown

(Bell et al. 1993; Bourgeois et al. 1994; Gelmond et al. 2009). It is

also possible that there are pleiotropic effects of this mutation on

other, as yet unmeasured phenotypes, which are the direct targets

of selection (Barrett et al. 2008, 2009; Rennison et al. 2015).

More broadly our results suggest that the phenotypic hotspot

on chromosome IV (Peichel and Marques 2017) is not explained

solely by the Eda haplotype. A few traits in previous QTL

mapping studies had their highest association within the Eda

haplotype (Stn382), including ceratobranchial length and dorsal

pharyngeal tooth number (Erickson et al. 2014; Miller et al.

2014), and induced coding region mutations in the stickleback

Eda gene eliminate armor plates and significantly reduce pharyn-

geal teeth (Wucherpfennig et al. 2019). However, even with our

reduced power to detect QTL of small effect for these branchial

traits, there was no evidence for suggestive associations between

these traits and genotype at the Eda haplotype in our study

(Table S2). Although we cannot rule out a mutation within the

freshwater haplotype that is specific to the populations used in

the previous QTL crosses (Pacific Ocean marine from Japan and

Paxton benthic freshwater from Canada), our results suggest that

additional linked mutations outside, but near, the Eda haplotype

contribute to these other phenotypic traits that map to chromo-

some IV. For example, there is a dorsal spine QTL approximately

1 Mb downstream from Eda corresponding to the gene Msx2a

(Howes et al. 2017). Linkage of multiple causative mutations

within and near Eda is consistent with the prediction that linked

adaptive mutations are favored in the presence of gene flow

(Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1979; Kirkpatrick and Barton

2006; Yeaman and Whitlock 2011).

Conclusions
Pleiotropic mutations have been proposed as a limitation to adap-

tation due to their potential deleterious effects on additional traits,

yet pleiotropic loci appear to be common. We have measured the

phenotypic effects of an adaptive haplotype within a phenotypic

hotspot in two separate populations and found that it contains a

small genomic region controlling three traits—lateral plate count,

neuromast number, and neuromast pattern—and additional mu-

tations with small effects on lateral plate count and body shape.

We propose that that the multiple phenotypes controlled by

this small genomic region facilitate rapid adaptation and that
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selection favors the entire haplotype in freshwater due to the

linkage of multiple mutations.
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